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Quest Elite® Kensington Plus Instructions

1. Lay out the awning frame on the ground next to your caravan using a protective sheet.
2. Put the 3 roof poles (8,9,10) together,  the 2 front leg poles (1,2) together, the front centre leg pole (1,11,13) 

together and the 2 front cross pole (6 ,7) together ready for use.
3. Take the roof section of the awning and (we recommend two people) slide the beading around the caravan’s 

awning channel. Ensure the awning is positioned on a flat part of the awning channel otherwise the roof may 
not function as required.

4. Slide the bracket pads onto the second beading on the awning. Slide one into the centre of the awning and 
one on either side of the awning.

5. Take the centre roof pole (8,9,10) and attach the hook to the centre bracket pad, then locate into the front cen-
tre spider joint (4) locating the spike though the eyelet in the awning roof. Fit the front centre leg pole (1,11,13)  
and tension the roof and leg pole loosely.

6. Take the front awning cross pole(6,7) and place into the side of the front centre spider (4).
7. Repeat step 5 with each of the side roof poles attaching them to the awning cross poles when finished. Ensure 

that the bottom of the leg poles are placed into the ladder bands located on the bottom (front) corners of the 
awning. This helps ensure that the canvas is kept in place an tight at all times.

8. Place the 3 short canopy poles (15) into the centre (4) and side spider joints (3,5).
9. Place the canopy poles (14) into the sleeves on the front of the canopy and attached either end to the spikes on 

the short canopy poles (15), locating the spike though the eyelet in the awning roof afterwards, then tension 
the poles.

10. Zip the front and side panels into the awning. Place the bottom of the front centre leg pole into the ladder 
band located in the bottom centre of the front panel.

11. Tension the cross poles (7,8), roof poles (2,5,11) and legs (9,10) in that order to achieve the most uniform finish.
12. Place the two rear poles (1,11,12) in place, using the screw fitting at the top and placing the bottom into the 

ladder band attached to the canvas. Do not over tension the poles. Once in place the rear poles will hold the 
rear pad against the side of the caravan.

13. Peg all four corners of the awning, starting at the rear ensuring that the panels are taught. Peg the rest of the 
awning starting from the rear and moving to the front.

14. Once all pegging has been completed go back around and re-tension any poles that require it.
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